EDF 2022 CALL RESULTS
EU INVESTS IN 41 AMBITIOUS DEFENCE PROJECTS WITH €832 MILLION FUNDING

Key Figures of EDF 2022
- High interest from EU defence industry: 134 proposals received covering all topics published
- Strong SME involvement: 39% of all entities selected with 20% of total funding to SMEs
- 550 unique legal entities from 26 Member States and Norway
- 22 entities from 9.2 Member States on average participating in each project
- 11 projects are linked to PESCO
- The 2022 Calls of EDF will fund 41 projects for a Union funding of €832 million

Total EDF Investment to Date
2021 and 2022 total funding: €2 billion invested in the European Defence Technological and Industrial Base (EDTIB)

€1359 million Development
€639 million Research

#EUDefenceIndustry
EDF 2022 funds flagship projects contributing to the EU Strategic Autonomy

**SMEs are also present across all thematic projects**

EDF 2022 builds partnerships – supporting new EU cyber defence policy

On cyber technologies
Wide range of participants across EU and Norway in Cyber actions:
- EUCINF
- FACT
- NEWSROOM

EDF 2022 contributes with €110 million to Defence Innovation and SME support under the EU Defence Innovation Scheme, including €25 million for technological challenge**

** SMEs are also present across all thematic projects**

E-NACSOS will develop a new collaborative standard for anti-air and missile defence.

REACTII will boost effort of the EU defence sector to fill in the existing gaps in EU Airborne Electronic Attack (AEA) capabilities.

ODIN’s EYE II will provide a European Space-Based Missile Early Warning system.

In addition, major projects will be funded in other categories such as Ground, CBRN, Soldier Protection, Underwater Warfare, as well as in technology areas such as AI, Quantum, Cyber.